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About This Game

Downtown Drift is a racing game where the player takes on the role of a get away driver. Your goal is to land drifts to score as
many points as possible. Every time you successfully drift a multiplier increases, so the more drifts you do in a row the more
points you get. However there is a catch, anytime you hit something your multiplier resets and you are back to square one. To

make things worse, local authorities are out to arrest you.

At launch there will be a global leaderboard where you can compete against players all around the world aswell as your friends
on Steam.

How to play

Here are a couple of tips to get started:

Your goal is to drift while getting away from police, doing only one and not the other won't get you far.

The map has the size of 5x5 downtown blocks with traffic lights at each intersection. If you drive down a road and see
no more traffic lights ahead: slow down or get ready to drift, otherwise you are driving into a wall!

The game is relatively dark, both for aesthetic and difficulty reasons. Use the traffic lights at the intersections as a
reference point to get a sense of distance.
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The more damaged your car is, the slower it will drive. You can repair the car by picking up blue repair kits that spawn
randomly at intersections around the map.

You recharge your boost by drifting.

Controls

Here are the controls for the game (Keyboard/Controller):

Accelerate: W / Right Trigger

Break: S / Left Trigger

Steer: A&D / Left Stick

Hand Break: Space / B Button

Boost: Left Shift / A Button

The controller has to be specifically enabled in the options menu (game->use controller)
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Title: Downtown Drift
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
ThatMadProgrammer
Publisher:
ThatMadProgrammer
Release Date: 23 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 - 4670 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 680 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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At its current state, I do not recommend this game. The Main menu and options menu freeze for me several times. I have no
idea what the keys are for this game with no explanation. Steam Achievements are broken ATM i assume. Needs alot more
work. Though on the plus side I do like the concept of the game, just needs more expalnation.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Vt3fRlSlvUA. Fun game! Very well made, and worth the price. I hope more content will
be added in the future
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Release Postponed:
As mentioned in my announcement yesterday I have to unfortunately push the release back a day or two as the game is still
being reviewed. I am sorry for the inconvenience.
Thank you for your understanding.

Best

ThatMadProgrammer. Downtown Drift Update v.1.01:

Here are the changes for this Update:

 fixed options menu being disabled

 adjusted drift score multiplier from 1000 to 100

 fixed an issue causing a new highscore not to be properly shown

Since the rate at which you get points has been changed the leaderboard is going to reset for this Update.

Best,

ThatMadProgrammer. Gameplay Trailer & Potential Release Delay:
I decided to upload an unedited Gameplay Trailer so you can get a better idea how the game is played.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eFey9LhT14

Also I might have to push back the release from Wednesday(22nd May) to Thursday(23rd May). I am still working on
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implementing a global leaderboard that is connected to Steam and adding some basic Achievements as well.

Best

ThatMadProgrammer. Downtown Drift Update v.1.02:

Here are the changes for this Update:

 fixed Steam Achievements not working properly

Best,

ThatMadProgrammer. Initial Release Feedback:
So from what I've seen so far there is a decent amount of problems with the current build of the game. First it seems like the
actual goal is not very clear. I did try to put up some tips in the description of the Steam page, but it would probably be more
useful to have some sort of a tutorial in the game itself. Besides that there seems to be some issue with the options menu as well
as achievements not being unlocked properly.

I will make sure to release an update tomorrow including bug fixes as well as a way to look at the current Leaderboard. That way
you can tell what position you are on the global ranking.

The next step after that would be to include a tutorial in the game that properly explains all mechanics. I am not sure if I will be
able to add an extensive tutorial next update, but be sure that one will be added during the next days.

Thank you for trying out Downtown Drift!

Until then,

Best
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